Laboratory for a Contemporary Performative Practice
The intention of the Performatorium is to establish a performance platform within the local art scene
in Vienna. It aims to support discourse and exchanges about contemporary artistic practice in the
realm of performance on the long term. Heterogeneous work practices are discussed and put to the
test. A laboratory for practice-oriented research in performance art and potential innovations of the
concept of performance, a space for exchange, for learning from one another, and for the collective
production of performative knowledge. Beyond reception in the exhibition space, the
Performatorium is also an opportunity to appropriate performance through one’s actions and
thereby play an active role in shaping the concept of performance. This art form works with the
body and should thus be physically experienced and investigated through performative methods – in
other words, with the body. The programme is intended for artists in the realm of performance but
also for individuals who are interested in an intensive engagement with artistic performative practice.
The Performatorium will open with a workshop series and be followed by regular peer group
meetings (every six weeks).
Workshop Series THU 14 09 – SUN 17 09 2017
From speed dating to speech training, from exercises for a performative everyday to antifascist ballet:
The four-day programme offers a space for bodywork, theory, and discussion as well as other
workshops on artistic strategies and tools. It is oriented towards artists as well as scientists, curators,
and all individuals with interest in a lively exchange about performative practice. The white cube of the
Kunstraum Niederoesterreich unfurls as a site for artistic work processes.
Workshop instructors: Dani Kouyaté, Elizabeth Ward, Sylvi Kretzschmar, the vaccum cleaner, Marlies
Surtmann, and Olivia Jaques
Curators: Marlies Surtmann and Olivia Jaques

Performatorium Programme
Workshop Series 14 09 – 17 09 2017

Feldenkrais. Awareness Through Movement, et vice versa
Workshop with Olivia Jaques, TH 14 09 2017
In this workshop everyone concentrates on themselves with small, fine movements: The instructed
sequences of specific movements direct attention at one’s own body, teaching a sensibility for personal
movement patterns and (self-) perception and expanding one’s own scope for action. The Feldenkrais1
motto “Awareness Through Movement” (ATM2) can also be inverted: We teach our awareness through
movement and refine our movement through awareness. Wear clothing that allows free movement!
Olivia Jaques (Zurich/Vienna) is an artist and cultural worker. In her work she explores discursive,
collective, processual, and experimental formats as well as theoretical and curatorial issues. Following
her studies in fine and media arts at the University of Applied Arts Vienna, she completed the
International Feldenkrais Training. From 2012 to 2016 she was a member of the artist-curator
collective Friday Exit. Since 2016 she has been a member of the Perform association; in this context she
is currently involved in the collective development of the next edition of the performance festival
Perform Perform. Presently, she works at Zurich University of Arts and is also active in artasfoundation,
a foundation for art in conflict regions. She co-conceived the Performatorium together with Marlies
Surtmann.

Art Speed Dating on the Elevator
Workshop with Marlies Surtmann, DO 14 09 2017
In speed dating the challenge is to highlight the unique qualities of your own personality in a few
sentences so that you attract attention. On a professional level, elevator talks function similarly to
speed dating: They are apparently essential in order to make an impression with a person in a relevant
position. In both scenarios just a few minutes seem to be decisive, in which you must encapsulate your
activities and assets, and the same time you should come across confident, good-looking, engaged,
convinced and convincing – but please, not too pushy. These superficial marketing trends are also
clearly tangible in the artistic practice – the pressure to succeed is growing. We want to dismantle
and/or celebrate these everyday contortions, confound them to the devil or joyfully take advantage of
them. Bring an unfinished, incomplete artistic work in the form of images, short texts, or objects.
Complexity, extensive contexts, elaborate investigation, and a love for detail can be left at the door, and
let’s see what’s left over: Is it the soft core or just empty shells?
Marlies Surtmann (Vienna) is an artist and cultural worker. Her research work focuses on the
relationship between the body, space, society, and art as well as theoretical and curatorial issues
regarding participation, exchange, and collaboration as central elements in performative art. She
currently works at Kunstraum Niederoesterreich and supervises the development the performance
archive there. In this context she conceives and implements (mediation) projects. Since 2016 she has
been studying in the Institute of Art Theory and Cultural Studies at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
with a focus on archiving performance art and completed diploma studies in fine arts in 2013.
Furthermore, she was a co-founder of the artist-curator collective Friday Exit (2011–2016). She coconceived the Performatorium together with Olivia Jaques.
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Feldenkrais is a body-oriented exercise therapy method devised by Moshé Feldenkrais (1904–1984).
ATM refers to a group lesson in Feldenkrais training.

Workshop with Elizabeth Ward
FRI 15 09 – SUN 18 09 2017
Using the architecture of Palais Niederösterreich and the surrounding streets as a starting point, I will
bring practices that I developed in the projects Ballet as an Emancipatory Practice and the Anti-Fascist
Ballet School to the Performatorium. Open to all levels, this training is intended as a time to enjoy the
physicality and freedom found in ballet, without worrying about an illusion of perfection that does not
reflect our needs. Embedded in ballet’s physicality is a levity and access to expansive, collective
qualities where the lines of the body can extend past their physicality and echo the surrounding. We
will enter into the balletic and turn our attention towards the arabesque – a term used both in ballet
and in architecture. Everything we know, whatever our background, is available to us as we work
through and around the craft, dancing our ballet together. The workshop will be held in English.

Elizabeth Ward (Vienna), born in Detroit, is a choreographer and performer. Her work references
ballet without being ballet. The form is seen as a microcosm in which to investigate unconscious
structural ways of being together, finding possibility to consciously carry some elements of tradition
forward and letting others go while going for the joy in dancing. Her Anti-Fascist Ballet School project,
made in collaboration with Magdalena Chowaniec, was part of the Wiener Festwochen 2017. In
September 2016 she worked with the Astrid Noacks Atelier and the children of the Mimersparken
playground to construct the temporary dance studio Spirit Building Dance/Floor! inside a former
shipping container in Copenhagen. Previously she has presented her work at the wienwoche festival
(Vienna), Der Blöde Dritte Mittwoch (Vienna), WUK (Vienna), The Kitchen (New York), Trinosophes
(Detroit), ANA (Copenhagen), and the Nordic Art Association’s Malongen studio (Stockholm) as well as
many other venues in the USA, Canada, and Europe.

Some Fucks Given (how to punch a fascist and other things they didn’t teach you at art school)
Artist talk open for public by the vacuum cleaner, THU 14 09 2017, 7:00 pm
UK art and activism collective of one the vacuum cleaner has been described by nachtkritik as “a pain in
the ass” and by The Metropolitan Police as “dangerous”. He would prefer that you make up your own
mind. In Some Fucks Given he presents some of the things he has made since 2003. This informal and
very non-academic talk will chart his journey from homeless drug addict to mediocre artist. Some of it
will almost be funny, some of it is really annoying, and some of it you may like. Hopefully some fucks
will be given.

Space for Hope
Workshop with the vacuum cleaner, FRI 15 09 2017
Space for Hope workshops are a process of dialogue about fear, hope, and the future. This informal
space encourages participants to consider how fear affects us and where the spaces for potential
action are in our societies. These workshops are part of a larger project called The art of a culture of
hope, which the vacuum cleaner is undertaking with Swiss artist Jessica Huber. The project attempts to
imagine and create new processes for social organisations, spaces for hope, and ways of confronting
the politics of fear. The workshop will be held in English.

the vacuum cleaner is an art and activism collective of one. Employing strategies including
performance, installation, and film, the vacuum cleaner addresses challenging and taboo issues such as
consumerism and mental health. From one man shows to large-scale participatory actions, his
approach is both subtle and extreme, but always candid, provocative, and playful. the vacuum cleaner’s
work has been exhibited throughout the UK, and recent major commissions include Wellcome
Collection, Broadmoor Hospital, and FACT. Recent international commissions include Festspiele Zürich /
Gessnerallee and Vooruit / Museum Dr. Guislain hospital (Ghent). www.thevacuumcleaner.co.uk,
www.theartofacultureofhope.com

Pop Up Book Club – Curatorial Practices Today
Public Reading Circle with Olivia Jaques and Marlies Surtmann, FR 15 09 2017, 2:30 pm
The Pop Up Book Club – Curatorial Practices Today is an ongoing public reading circle format for
curatorial and societal issues in the widest sense. No specific knowledge is required for participation.
The objective of the reading is not to find answers but to collectively develop and discuss questions.
During collective “close-reading” in the framework of the Performatorium we want to focus attention
on the examination of performative and participative formats in both exhibition settings and public
space. The text “The Re-Enchantment of the World” by Erika Fischer Lichte3 will serve as the departure
point. In the spirit of a public reading circle format, everyone is welcome to the Pop Up Book Club! The
project was initiated by Olivia Jaques and Marlies Surtmann in 2015. Since then regular meetings have
been taking place at diverse locations.

3

Erika Fischer Lichte, “The Re-Enchantment of the World,” in The Transformative Power of Performance. A New Aesthetics (New York:
Routledge, 2008), 181–207.

AMPLIFICATION. Choreography between Concert and Performance
Workshop with Sylvi Kretzschmar, SA 16 09 2017
Synchronizing, swarming out, positioning, demonstrating, grooving, pushing, dancing: moving as a
group can be an act of mutual amplification. In the workshop this form of amplification will be
exponentiated acoustically. Our movements become audible in a space amplified and manipulated
with contact microphones and electronic effects. Short, improvised concerts are generated on the basis
of dance and movement. What starts to resonate? How does the space and the things in it change when
their resonance is amplified? How does the group change?

Sylvi Kretzschmar (Hamburg/Vienna) works on the borders between performance and (electronic)
music. Under the name SKILLS, Kretzschmar and Camilla Milena Féher (Berlin), develop concert
performances that fuse composition and choreography and explore the role of the body in electronic
music. Their performances DER AUFBAU (2013) and PIONIER GEIST (2015) are concerts employing
dance and performance. Performances were made in Berlin (Hebbel am Ufer) and Hamburg
(Kampnagel), amongst other locations. SKILLS are currently working on their new production FIELD,
which is supported by a concept grant from the City of Hamburg: In three consecutive pieces the duo
investigates eavesdropping and wiretapping as an artistic method. As scholarship holder of the postgraduate programme Versammlung und Teilhabe [Assembly and Participation] (HafenCity University/
K3 Zentrum für Choreographie/ Fundus Theater) Sylvi Kretzschmar developed the MEGAFONCHOR
[Megaphone Choir], a mobile loudspeaker system for addressing memory and political protest. She is a
member of the Hamburg group SCHWABINGGRAD BALLETT.
http://we-are-the-skills.de, http://schwabinggrad-ballett.org, http://www.versammlung-undteilhabe.de

Round Table on the Situation of Performative Practice in Vienna
Group Discussion, SA 16 09 2017
On the occasion of the launch of the Performatorium, participants are given the opportunity to
collectively discuss the local performance/art scene in terms of its strengths and weaknesses. What is
the current situation for performance/art in Vienna? What do we need? What would be desirable
visions for the future? And not least, the collectively devised concepts will flow into the further
development of the Performatorium, which can be aligned to the needs of the group.

Workshop with Dani Kouyaté
SUN 17 09 2017
My workshop deals with the theme of free expression and action. Through singing, dancing, drumming,
and theatre improvisations, participants will try to be free to speak, sing, and confront themselves and
others. The group will work to fight against the fear that often paralyses and prevents us from acting
and opening ourselves to others. The workshop is for everyone, young and old, amateurs or
professionals, and for anyone who wants to develop a capacity for spontaneity in a group. The
workshop will be held in English.

Dani Kouyaté (Uppsala, Sweden), born in Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina Faso, was initiated at an early age
into the world of theatre by his father, actor Sotigui Kouyaté. He studied film studies at the University
of Ouagadougou and the Sorbonne, Paris, where he completed a master’s degree in the same subject. In
addition to theoretical and practical work in film studies, he studied anthropology at the international
anthropology school in Paris. Active since 1986 as a storyteller and a musician, he is performing a
piece called La Voix du Griot with his family company. After twenty years in Paris, Dani Kouyaté now
lives in Uppsala where he is teaching theatre and travels between France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland,
and Burkina Faso, offering courses in storytelling and acting for amateurs and professionals. He
directed a number of films and theatre plays in Europe and Africa.

Overview
Thursday, 14 09 2017
Doors open: 1:00 pm
Midday: Olivia Jaques – Feldenkrais
Afternoon: Marlies Surtmann – Art Speeddating
Evening: the vacuum cleaner – lecture
Friday, 15 09 2017
Morning: Elizabeth Ward – Anti-Fascist Ballet
Midday: the vacuum cleaner – Workshop
Pause
Afternoon: Marlies Surtmann and Olivia Jaques – Pop Up Book Club
Saturday, 16 09 2017
Morning: Elizabeth Ward – Anti-Fascist Ballet
Midday: Sylvi Kretzschmar – Workshop
Pause
Afternoon: Marlies Surtmann and Olivia Jaques – Round Table on the Situation of Performative
Practice in Vienna
Sunday, 17 09 2017
Morning: Elizabeth Ward – Anti-Fascist Ballet
Midday: Dani Kouyaté – Workshop
Pause
Afternoon: Marlies Surtmann and Olivia Jaques – Open Stage

Further information:
The number of participants is limited to 15 people. The workshop series will be held in either German
or English. We kindly ask a contribution fee for expenses of 50 euros for all four days. Registration is
possible upon proof of payment. Registration is only possible for the complete duration of the
workshop series, latest by FR 07 09 2017, via email: nina.kohlbauer@kunstraum.net.
Further dates of the Performatorium 2017: FR 20 10 2017 and FR 01 12 2017 (save the dates!)
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